
Create trendy DIY projects with a few materials: yarn
or embroidery string, a fork, and scissors!

 
These pom-poms and tassels can be used to make
bookmarks, garlands, animals, rugs, jewlery, and so

much more!

Yarn Art DIYs

Using either a piece of cardboard or your hand (4 fingers extended,
together), begin wrapping your yarn/string. 
Continue wrapping until you reach desired thickness (aim for at
least 20).
Cut another piece of yarn/string, slipping between the strands and
your hand/cardboard and tie a tight knot at the top.
Carefully slide the yarn wrap from your sizer.
Cut the bottom (untied) end of your yarn wrap. You should start to
see the shape of a tassel.
Cut another piece of yarn and tie it around the top of the tassel to
form the round bit. 
Trim the ends of your tassel to ensure they are even.

Depending on the size of tassel you are looking to create, you can
either use your hand or a larger piece of cardboard as your sizer to
achieve your desired size/length.
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Gather your supplies (yarn/string, scissors, fork).
Start wrapping your yarn around the fork end (much like wrapping
up spaghetti). 
Keep your wraps tight, wrapping around about 30-40 times,
keeping space at the top & bottom of the fork. 
Cut the yarn and hold in place. 
Cut another piece of yarn and thread through the middle of the
fork and tie together. 
Carefully pull the wrap off the fork and tighten your knot. 
Cut both ends of loops you've created in your wrap. 
Check and trim any strings where necessary to keep the pom pom
symmetrical. 

If you are looking for larger pom poms, we suggest a serving fork.
Otherwise, a regular fork can make some wonderful smaller pom
poms.
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